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Petrolheads from around the globe are counting down to the largest international freestyle motocross
tournament in the world - IFMXF Night of the Jumps - which is set to take place in Berlin next month, as
part of an international tour.
The biggest names in the sport are set to take part in the show - and will compete with one another in a
number of different trials, including freestyle, where tricks are scored against a range of criteria such
as innovation and showmanship.
Riders confirmed to take part in this year's event include Remi Bizouard, Gilles Dejong, Andre Villa,
Ailo Gaup and Jack Rowe.
Doors open at 18:00 local time, with the qualification events beginning later in the evening. After the
finals are completed and the winners are announced, fans have the opportunity to meet the riders and take
home an autograph as a souvenir.
IFMXF Night of the Jumps is set to take place at the O2 World complex on Saturday March 21st and Sunday
March 22nd. The venue is within easy reach of the wide range of hotels in Berlin.
Tickets for the touring show range in price from €40.45 (£35.82) to €63.45 and can be purchased
online now.
Travellers venturing to the German Capital will be pleased to know that LateRooms.com has over 70 Berlin
Hotels (http://www.laterooms.com/en/k12936832_berlin-hotels.aspx). There is a wide range of cheap hotels,
boutiques and luxury hotels to pick from which will satisfy all budgets. Below are some deals that
LateRooms.com has picked out.
For guests having a budget of around fifty pounds a night they will not have any shortages of places to
stay. Both the Hotel Agon Aldea and Scandotel Castor Berlin are rated three stars, in the city centre
and Standard Rooms sleeping 2 adults can be can be booked from £52 and £44 per night.
The Ramada Hotel Berlin Mitte
(http://www.laterooms.com/en/hotel-reservations/151154_ramada-hotel-berlin-mitte-berlin.aspx) is located
directly in the heart of the historical city centre and is within easy walking distance of most major
attractions. This four star rated hotel has standard double rooms from £66 a night.
Editors notes
LateRooms is one of the UK's leading online accommodation sites offering late availability deals in over
20,000 properties worldwide, ranging from bed and breakfasts to five star luxury hotels.
LateRooms offers customers a saving of up to 70 per cent off the normal room rate for a variety of
independent and branded hotels. Customers can book by phone or online 24/7, whether booking 12 months or
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12 minutes in advance - whatever time, whatever day.
LateRooms arm the customer with information to help them choose the right hotel. Users can read from over
280,000 true hotel reviews, written by customers who have booked through LateRooms and actually stayed at
the hotel.
LateRooms is the first online site to use VisitBritain's official national classification system to rate
its hotels, bed and breakfasts and guest houses. This ensures customers know the standards of quality
they can expect when making a reservation.
For further editorial information please contact:
Kaia Lear
kaia.lear@laterooms.com
0161 831 1000
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